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I’VE GOT THAT HALO GLOW!

“Say good-bye to dull skin... with minimal to no downtime.”
MINIMAL DOWNTIME...
You can wear make-up the day after your treatment.
Halo’s unique hybrid technology gets the job done without the painful, long recovery times from many other laser treatments.

"The downtime is nothing – it was like a tiny little sunburn and then the bad stuff sloughed off. The next day it was like, “Wow! My skin is so pure.”"

COMFORTABLE...
Not harsh like many other treatments.
A topical anesthetic is all most patients need to experience very little discomfort.

"I couldn’t feel a thing during the treatment. Friends are telling me, “your skin looks really nice and clear.” I’ve recommended the treatment to several friends.”

WORKS ON THE DAMAGE YOU CAN...AND CAN’T SEE
Halo combines deep dermal revitalization with epidermal renewal. Yesterday’s lasers can’t do what Halo can.

"I don’t like to wear a lot of make-up but I felt like I had to wear more to have an even skin tone. So now after having Halo, I can get away with wearing a tinted moisturizer and that’s it. And people are still commenting on how beautiful my skin looks. For me that’s great!"

FABULOUS RESULTS NOW...
Continued improvement over time.
By triggering the skin’s natural healing response, tone and texture are visibly improved and a more youthful glow is restored.

"It really makes a difference over time and continues to improve. It’s a very natural, light-based solution. People have noticed and commented on how great my skin looks.”

REAL PEOPLE. REAL RESULTS.

CINDY
56 | Winery Owner

ANGIE
45 | Super Mom

Laurie
47 | Property Manager

ERIKA
43 | Realtor

Restores the glow that sun, time and stress have depleted from your skin.
RESULTS YOU HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE…
without the downtime you’d expect

WHAT RESULTS CAN I EXPECT?
You will see improvements in overall tone and texture in addition to significant removal of discoloration, reduction in the appearance of fine lines, reduced pore size, skin reflectivity and glow.

HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED?
You and your clinician can choose how many treatments you want! You can have one or two deeper treatments or have multiple treatments that are less aggressive and achieve a similar goal over a longer period of time.

WHAT HAPPENS DURING THE TREATMENT?
You will feel minimal to no discomfort. Your clinician may place a topical ointment on your skin to reduce the sensation during treatment. He or she will treat a section of your face at a time by rolling the Halo hand piece in a crisscross pattern.

CAN I RETURN TO NORMAL ACTIVITIES AFTER TREATMENT?
Absolutely. For the first 24 hours, you should keep your skin protected according to instructions, but after that you be able to go about your normal activities. After the first 24 hours, your skin will begin to peel, but you will be able to put on makeup.

WHEN WILL I SEE RESULTS?
You will see initial results between day 2 and 5 after your Halo treatment, but your skin will continue to improve over time. Most patients see the greatest improvement in the first 2 to 3 weeks.

HOW LONG WILL MY RESULTS LAST?
Your Halo results can last for years to come, as long as you continue to keep your new healthy skin protected at all times using UV sunscreen.

CONGRATULATIONS
Based on all 2016 reviews in the Minimally Invasive Facial Laser category
Halo Laser
ranked the highest.

88% of patients say “Halo is worth it”*
Got questions?
Ready to schedule your Halo consultation?
We are here to transform your skin into its beautiful best.

HALO™ BY SCITON®
Learn more at www.HaloBySciton.com
Commercial Street, Palo Alto, California 94303
888.646.6999 • www.Sciton.com

The global leader in aesthetic laser technology.
Making the world more beautiful for over 20 years.
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